
"HONEY  IIM HOME'w

(29 mins. 47 secs.)

CUM.

TIME VIDEO AUDIO

00:00 EXCERPT FROM DICK

VAN DYKE SHOW

SYNC - MOTHER

"Thates the way families do

things."

SYNC - CHILD

"All families?"

SYNC - MOTHER

"Wellr  I don't know about all

families, but that's the way our

family operates.   That's our

system."

00:07 DICK VAN DYKE

ENTERING ROOM

SYNC - FATHER

"Hi folks!   Where's everybody?

daddy's home."

00:ii BOY RUNNING TOWARDS

FATHER

SYNC - BOY

"Daddy,  can we go to a motel?"



00:13 FATHER  LIFTING  BOY,

F/I TITLE:  HONEY IOM

HOME

SYNC - FATHER

HA motel?"

00:14

00:16

MOTHER JOINING

FATHER AND BOY

F/O Title

SYNC - BOY

"Say  ÿyesI,   daddy,   that's our

system."

00:17 EXCERPT FROM

PAKISTANI TV SOAP

OPERA

NARRATION

Happy families are the stuff of

soap opera,  cartoons,  and

advertisements shown around the

world.   They tell us that happy

families are nuclear families -

tight knit units where two

parents successfully care for

their children on their own with

a bit of help from grandparents

or relatives°                (14")

00:33 EXCERPT FROM BRITISH

SOAP OPERA

F/I TITLE:

NARRATED BY

ZOE WANAMAKER

SYNC - DAUGHTER

'I enjoyed that, mommy,  it was

really nice."

00:36 MOTHER TALKING

F/O TITLE

SYNC - MOTHER

"Yes,  first time in weeks that

weÿve all sat down together,"
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00:38 FATHER TALKING

SYNC - FATHER

"And remember, the family that

eats together stays together°"

SOAP OPERA FAMILY

NARRATION
But that's not how we all live.

(I")

00:44 BRAZILIAN FAMILY
STANDING BY THEIR

HOUSE

PAN OVER JOSE'S

FAMILY

C/U   BABY   PULL  OUT

Families come in a variety of

shapes and sizes and can function

well in many different ways.

Jose and Espedita are responsible

for an extended family with over

a dozen children, at least five

of them are from other partners.

Other family members,  including

Josÿ's mother also live with

them.   This baby is neither

Jose's nor Espedita's - he's her

sisterOs baby.   His mother cannot

care for him herself, but he's

welcomed into their family.

(29")

01:18 JOSE'S HOUSE WITH

RIO  IN  BACKGROUND,

FAMILY INSIDE HOUSE

The family came to Rio de Janeiro

from Brazil's poor rural North

East,  in the late 1980so(5")

01:33 ESPEDITA COOKING Life here is cramped, and poor

sanitation puts the children's

health at risk, but Rio offers

opportunities that Jose and

Espedita would not have in the

country°                     (8")



01:43 JOSE ON CAMERA

SYNC IN PORTUGUESE - JOSE

"Itts easier for us to live here

in the city.   It's easier to find

work,  it's easier to earn a

living, o.there are many more

chances for life here."  (13")

02:04 AERIALS SHOTS OF RIO

SEA   FRONT   TO   FAVELAS

NARRATION
It's to cities like Rio that poor

families come in search of work.

But dreams of wealth quickly give

way to a different reality.

(7")

02:18 STREET KIDS ASLEEP In the battle to make ends meet,

countless families arriving

impoverished and hungry from the

country have fallen apart in the

inhospitable city.   And it's the

children who suffer most.   Many

end up on the streets.   (12")

02:35 PAN JOSE'S HOUSE TO

BUILDING

CONSTRUCTION

Jose and Espedita are determined

this will not happen to their

children.   They have one

ambition.   To build a dream for

their family in the midst of the

Rocinha favelas.           (9")
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02:46 JOSE AND MAN

BUILDING HOUSE

VOICEOVER IN PORTUGUESE - JOSE

u'I'm building this house for my

mother and children.   I've been

doing this for six months now,

and I hope to finish it all in

about a year and a half.(10")

When I have finished building

this house - then I will feel

happy, knowing the children will

have a place to stay: they won't

ever need to sleep on the streets

again.                         (so')

This is my aim in life, to give

them a home so that they don't

have to suffer.            (4 ÿ)

03:26 JOSE ON CAMERA

S_YNC IN PORTUGUESE - JOSE

My childhood, wasnOt very happy.

I never had any help from any

.new see.   I don't want that for

my children.   The kind of thing I

went througho.oI don't want my

kids to go through that.   I want

them to live life and not to let

life live them!"            (19°')

03:47 TILT DOWN ZOOM IN TO

RICH RIO FROM JOSE'S

HOUSE

NARRATION

Building their dream means Jose

and Espedita must both work in

the city.                  (3'w)
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03:56 HOTEL ROOM -

ESPEDITA WORKING

V  C V R  N  ORTU   S  -

K 5 LLTA
"I start work at nine in the

morning and finish at about six.

I clean ten apartments and get

back at around seven o'clock.

(8")

My husband gets back at around

eight or nine.  There may be

nothing to eat and I have to

prepare for himÿ and we don't get

to bed until                 (8")

04:16 ESPEDITA ON CAMERA

SYNC IN PORTUGUESE - ESPED TIÿ

around midnightt and at 4 a.m. we

start all over again."   (6")

04:26 FISHING

NARRATION

Meanwhileÿ Jose earns his money

as a fisherman ÿ plying the

increasingly polluted waters of

Rio Bay°                       (5'°)

04:43 FISH MARKET

VOICEOVER   IN   PORTUGUESE   -

"With the money I earn I buy

foodt or school books for the

children; and the money he earns

goes into buying more bricks and

building materials for the

house,w'                         (8")
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04:55 MAN PAYING BOY

VOICEOVER IN PORTUGUESE - JOSE

"The sea is my livelihood.

(i")

04:57 JOSE ON CAMERA

SYNC IN PORTUGUESE - JOSE

Everything I take from there goes

back into the house we're

building.   That's why I call the

house our  'seafood'.'w     (6")

05:03 BUILDING HOUSE

VOICEOVER IN PORTUGUESE -

ESPEDITA

"...and in this way thank God we

are also able to send the

children to school.       (4'g)

05:10 ESPEDITA   ON   CAMERA
SYNC IN PORTUGUESE - ESPEDITA

But my God it's a hard life!"

(2'I)

05:15 PAN DOWN SHOT OF

DANGEROUS SLOPE

NARRATION

The house Jose and Espedita are

building - like most in the

favelas - stands on illegal lands

with no official planning.

(6")

Thousands of homes are crowded

together on the unprotected

slopesÿ it's a recipe for

disaster, ooand disasters happen.

(6")



05:31 FLOODS Three years ago torrential rains

washed away houses and people°

Espedita and Jose lost their

house and were lucky to escape

with their lives.         (i0")

05:49 ESPEDITA ON CAMERA

SYNC IN POR_TUGUESE - ESPEDITA

'°We lost everythingf everything

except for the TV which we put in

the treeoÿI                     (51w)

05:56 RICH RIO BEACH

NARRATION
RioWs rich were hardly touched by

the floods.   As always it's the

poor who are worst hit by

disaster°   The ever widening rift

between the rich and the poor is

bringing tensions to the boil.

(i0")

06:09 RIOTS ON BEACH A new form of violence erupted as

thousands of people from the

favelasu street children and

adults alikeu vented their anger.

(6-)

06:22 RIOTS ON BEACH

VOICEOVER IN PORTUGUESE -

ESÿEDITA

-We0re becoming frightened

(i")
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06:23 ESPEDITA ON CAMERA

SYNC IN PORTUGUESE - ESPEDITA

to let the kids go out on the

street.   It's getting more

violent.   You're always hearing

gunshots; you never know what

might happen to themo"   (9")

06:35 PAN FROM BOY TO BABY

AND MOTHER

VOICEOVER IN PORTUGUESE - JOSE

"These kids are going to have a

hard struggle.   That's why I try

to help them...because if they

don't follow my advice they will

end up very bad, because life

here is madness..."       (i0")

07:02 PEOPLE ON FISHING

BOAT,  MAKING  BED,

CHILD

"We three, me, my woman and my

mother, we're a mirror for these

children.   And if they look into

that mirror, they will have

(9")

07:18 JOSE ON CAMERA
SYNC IN PORTUGUESE - JOSE

an image of their future."

(2")

07:23 PAN DOWN FROM TREES

TO PEOPLE WASHING

CLOTHES
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07:35 STREET SÿENES

NARRATION

Manila, capital of the

Philippines.  A fast growing

population and not enough jobs,

means many must go abroad to earn

a living.  Manila has become the

labour export capital of the

world.   It0s often the women who

must leave their families usually

to work in rich countries as

domestic servants.        (18ÿ')

08:09 ROBERT WASHING

CLOTHES

Robert settled here in Rizal, on

the outskirts of Manila, with his

wife Linda and their four

children.                    (4")

But life was so hard for them

Linda was forced to look for work

in Malaysia, leaving Robert to

take care of the familyo(5")

He had hoped the money his wife

woUld send back might lift them

out of poverty.   But since

leaving she has disappeared; no

money has come.            (7")

Linda went to Malaysia to work

illegally and Robert is worried

she may be in jail.       (4")
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08:38 ROBERT ON CAMERA

SYNC IN TAGALOG- ROBERT
"I did not want her to leave in

the firs place...of course I

really wanted her to be here with

the childrenw   (5")

08:50 CHILDREN

VOICEOVER IN TAGALOG - ROBERT

even if there wasn't enough to

eat, it would have been better

that way, so long as you're

together with all your loved

ones, that's what counts.

(8")

09:01 ROBERT ON CAMERA

SYNC IN TAGALOG - ROBERT

All we had from her was one

letter which came soon after she

left...'Mylene read us your

mother's letter' I said...She

read it out loud, and in it she

said that we should not worry.

'I am alright here and at last

good fortune has come to us, and

we will soon be able to build our

house'."                         (18")

09:22 EXT ROBERT'S HOUSE

NARRATION
Until recently their house stood

on land that was dense tropical

forest.                        (3")
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09:29 ROAD THROUGH FOREST But roads were built and the

forests Were logged.   The newly

cleared land was allocated to

poor people from Manila's slums.

(6-)

But there is no work here either.

Many of the families have at

least one member working abroad,

and sending money back to help

build them a house°   And it's

easy to see who those families

are.                              (ii")

09:51 ROBERT DOING

HOUSEWORK

Robert's hopes were modest - that

he and his wife would be able to

replace their wooden shack with a

house made of bricks.      (5")

But with Linda gone and no money

being sent back, the family is

worse off than ever.      (4")

10:07 ROBERT LIGHTING

STOVE

VOICEOVER IN TAGALOG - ROBERT

"SO far we just about manage to

get by, with me getting the odd

labouring job helping to build

houses, and with food my wife's

sisters give us, it just about

helps pull us through."  (12")
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i0:23 MYLENE ON CAMERA

SYNC IN TAGALOG - MYLENE

"Since she's been gone, things

aren't like they were; our mother

used to bring us nice things to

eat, we would hardly ever feel

hungry, and my brothers wouldn't

behave badly like they do

now...they used to listen to

mama."                          (14")

10:47 MYLENE WASHING KIDS'

NARRATION

Before she left, Mylene's mother

made here promise to stay at

school but she has not been able

to keep that promise.    (5")

11:04 MYLENE ON CAMERA
SYNC IN TAGALOG - MYLENE

"Sometimes I feel as if I am

their mother.   They call out to

me 'mama' and I have to tell them

'I'm not your mother'."  (6")

11:12 PREPARING MEAL

NARRATION

When the mother leaves, the

eldest daughter will take on

extra responsibilities, and even

give up her education to become

mother to the younger children.

(7")
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11:43 PREPARING MEAL

VOICEOVER IN TAGALOG - ROBERT

"We were so happy when their

mother was here.   She would call

out the children's names  ....  Where

comes your beautiful mama!'

(Ii")

But since she's been gone the

children don't seem to listen to

me anymore.                  (4")

12:28 EATING MEAL If only we weren't so poor I

would not have allowed her to

leave in the first place.

(4")

Sometimes I ask Mylene and the

children how they feel about

mama.   They say they miss their

mama.                           (6")

12:47 ROBERT ON CAMERA

SYNC IN TAGALOG - ROBERT

But they don't know I cry inside,

and miss her even more than they

do, and worry about what has

happened to her in

Malaysia...what if she is in

jail?                   (9")
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13:09 RAIN,  KID  SINGING

UNDER THE RAIN FOR

ROBERT   AT   WINDOW

VOICEOVER IN TAGALOG- ROBERT

I'm a Tay Nay, a father-mother,

and when I talk to my friends who

are also Tay Nays, whose wives

have also gone away, we talk

about the things we do - the

housework, the cooking, and the

laundry,  and we laugh about it."

(16")

13:56     DOVES TAKING OFF

14:03 SHAMI   GUL   ON   CAMERA

SYNC IN AFGHANI - SHAMI GUL

"They told us to leave quickly or

we'd all be killed.   So we took

some of our things and ran to the

river."                         (6")

14 : 16 TANKS,  REFUGEES

NARRATION

Northern Afghanistan, a country

torn apart by war.   But it's also

home to thousands of refugees.

Thirty-seven thousand have come

from neighbouring Tajikistan

fleeing a bitter civil war.   They

depend entirely on humanitarian

aid for survival.          (16")

14:43 SHARIF BAIG SAWING

WOOD,  CHILDREN

At 16 Sharif Baig is the head of

his family.   He fled the fighting

in Tajikistan with his six

brothers and sisters.   Along the

way both parents died.   (i0")
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The children are now looked after

by the oldest sister, Tilah.   She

is married with two small

children of her own, but she and

her brother now act as father and

mother to their younger siblings.

(10")

15:28 W/S FAMILY It's civilians who are the main

victims in todayWs wars.(2")

15:32 SHARIF BAIG ON

CAMERA

SYNC IN AFGHANI - SHARIF BAIG

"Everyone was in the cotton

fields when someone ran to tell

us that war had broken out.  Run!

they shouted.              (6")

As we ran they came after us with

planes and tanks.   Some tried to

bury the dead but were shot.  We

all hid by the river for two or

three days."                  (I0")

15:54 QUADRAT ON CAMERA

SYNC IN AFGHANI - OUADRAT

"We saw the bullets flying over

our heads that we had to duck our

heads down like this."

(6")

16:05 TILAH ON CAMERA

SYNC IN AFGHANI - TILAH

"We were given three days to

leave the country or we would be

killed."                        (3")
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16:13 SHARIF BAIG ON

CAMERA

SYNC IN AFGHANI - SHARIF BAIG

"Then lots of UN trucks picked us

up and took us here, they gave us

a tent, a light and some food -

the basic necessities."  (8")

16:26 TILAH ON CAMERA

SYNC IN AFGHANI - TILAH

"I had no choice but to spend

most of my time away from my

husband and come here to take

care of my younger brothers and

sisters."                      (6")

16:36 HEDOYAT CARRYING

BABY WALKING

NARRATION

The children have other relatives

in the camp.  Their aunt Hedoyat

also fled the fighting along with

her own seven children.   She

lives nearby.               (8")

16:49 HEDOYAT CARRYING

BABY WALKING TO

TILAH'S HOUSE

VOICEOVER IN AFGHANI - HEDOYAT

"We built our house near our

nieces and nephews so we could be

there to help them if they needed

it.   That's what the family is

for.  We all must help each

other.   Even if it's just washing

clothes or helping to fetch

water.   I'm always going to

Tilah"s house - if one of the

children is sick.   It's always me

who's there to give them a hand°"

(25")
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17:20 TILAH PREPARING MEAL

VOICEOVER IN AFGHANI - TILAH

"We all fled here to get away

from fighting - but there's

fighting here too - you can hear

shooting going on all the time."

(6")

17:33 HELICOPTER FLYING

OVER

17:44 C/U   BABY   IN   A   CRADLE

VOICEOVER IN AFGHANI - HEDOYAT

"You see this one in the cradle,

he's the youngest of my seven

children - heÿs called Ghareeb

Shah or 'King of the poor'!   He's

king of the poor lost people in

this camp!                    (Ii")

18:00 HEDOYAT ON CAMERA
S_ÿYNC IN AFGHANI - HEDOYAT

When I see these kids crying it

makes me feel bad.   We want to

help them-, but we're poor too."

(7")

18:08 REFUGEES,  TENTS,

CONVOY OF TRUCKS

CARRYING WOOD

NARRATION

One of the first things the

refugees had to do was to replace

the tents provided by the UN,

with shelters dug deep in the mud

to protect them from the icy

winds blowing down off the

Himalayas.                    (.9")
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They need wood to build their

shelters.   Every morning a convoy

of trucks arrives in the camp,

carrying wood by the forest load.

It has to be trucked in from the

fragile forests in Afghanistan's

foothills.                    (13")

The wood is also needed as fuel

to keep nearly thirty thousand

people from freezing.    (3")

18:44 SHARIF   CHOPPING   WOOD

VOICEOVER IN AFGHANI - SHARIF

"I miss my father, he used to

tell us to study - he would say

'it's good for your future'.

Now both our parents are gone,

I've become like their father.

(9")

19:01 SHARIF ON CAMERA

SYNC IN AFGHANI - SHARIF

I will educate them!   I will

provide for their needs and bring

them up properly!"         (4")

19 : 07 TILAH ADDING WOOD TO

STOVE,  COOKING

VOICEOVER IN AFGHANI - TILAH

"It's hard when there is no

mother.   For me there's nothing

but work now to take care of my

brothers and sisters as well as

my own two children.   But thank

God they are well.         (9")
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19:31 TILKH WALKING INTO

HOUSE   WITH   EOOD

But it's not just cooking and

cleaning.   They need guidance and

I am always having to tell them

not to do bad things,  like

fighting with their neighbours°"

(8")

20:00 FAMILY TAKING MEAL

NARRATION

If with the help of their

relatives, Sharif and Tilah can

succeed in keeping their family

together, they will all have a

much better chance of surviving

even the most extreme

circumstances.              (9")

20:17 TILAH FEEDING CHILD

VOICEOVER IN AFGHANI - TILAH

"My husband, God bless him, never

.once says ÿdon.'t spend too much

time looking after them'.   He

'tells me 'it's our duty, we have

tO look after them'."     (8")

20,:27 SAID  ALI   ON CAMERA

SYNC IN AFGHANI -SAID ALI

"'We'll stick together when we go

back to Tajikistan.   We'll watch

over them and I'll find a wife

for Sharif Baig°  The family will

make sure they're brought up

properly°                     (8")

20:40 C/U  TYING  STICKS
TOGETHER

VOICEOVER   IN  AFGHANI   -   ,SAID   ALI

Weÿll make sure the small ones

don't go wrong°"           (I")
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21:31 CHATHAM  DOCKS,

JERMAL DANCING ON

PIER

NARRATION

Chatham, South East England, a

part of the world where small

families are the norm and one

third are headed by a single

parent.   They are often isolated

from their relatives and have to

cope with emergencies alone.

(12")

21:50 JERMAL DANCING

VOICEOVER - JERMAL

"It started when I was sleeping

and my mum was making a lot of

noise.   So I got up,  and my mum,

she was being a bit sick so I

helped her                   (12'1)

22:03 JERMAL ON CAMERA

SYNC - JERMAL

and I bring her to her bedroom

and she sat on the side of her

own bed, and she told me what was

happening.                    (121')

My mum pushed two times and she

just came out straight into my

lap, and I was the first one to

hold her.                      (9")
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22:25 C/U INTERVIEWER

vOICEOVER -JERMAL

And that's how I brought Kiniki

into thiS world°   I think it was

lÿost clever of me in fact,

because I don't know what my mum

would have done me if I wasn't

there."                          (9")

22:41 HAIRDRESSING   SALON

NARPSÿTION
Last year Koren opened her own

hairdressing business determined

to support her children herself.

(4")

22:51 KOREN  IN  HER  SALON,

CHILDREN

It started well but as a single

mother, she was unable to raise

sufficient capital for emergency

repairs to the building.   As a

result the business failed.

(8")

With two small children to

support and no one to help she

was in a vulnerable position,

(4")

23:17 BABY IN BATH one year later, and her house has

been repossessed, they are living

in a rented home, and Koren's

single-parent family is now on

state support°              (7'1)
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23:36 KOREN ON CAMERA

SYNC - KOREN

"I think as a mother it made me

feel like a failure.      (3")

23:41 C/U KINIKI

VOICEOVER - KOREÿ
I felt to myself that I wasn't

good enough to be a mum,  I wasn't

capable of looking after the

children.                     (5")

23:47 KOREN ON CAMERA

SYNC - KOREN

And if I am to show Jermal how

things can work out in life how

can I now?  You know I haven't

worked out,  I can't prove

anything to him any more."

(8")

23:56 JERMAL GRATING

CHEESE

VOICEOVER - JERMAL

"What I think might have happened

to my mum is that she might have

either killed herself, or she

might have left us on our own,

and I was very very frightened

that she might do that."(14'w)

24:18 JERMAL  WORKING   IN

THE KITCHEN

VOICEOVER - KOREN

"I went through a long time of

feeling extremely suicidale

feeling that was the only way

out, you know, the children would

be better off without me.

(9
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I really had to get myself to the

bottom of the pit to crawl out.

(4")

SO the only thing really left for

me to do was being some sort of

mother to them."           (4")

25:01 FAMILY WALKING TO

POST OFFICE

NARRATION

Being a single parent, with few

relatives around to help, means

Koren is more exposed to the ups

and downs of life.        (5")

25:11 DRAWING SOCIAL

SECURITY

There is state support to cushion

the fall, but it's minimal.

Koren sees this as only a last

resort.                        (5")

25:28 KOREN ON CAMERA

SYNC - KOREN

"It's very difficult being a one

parent because everything is down

to you.   There is no time, no

space to sort of juggle things

around.   You are the sole cater

and that's what makes it hard

being a single parent."  (14")
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25:43 JERMAL AND KOREN

DRESSING KINIKI

VOICEOVER - JERMAL

"I'm sort of like a father to

Kinikie because we're always

playing together and most of the

time I make food for her and

stuff, and I think she likes me

as a brother actually°   I like

her very much but she's a bit of

a rat bag sometimes!"    (16")

26:06 DRESSING KINIKI

VOICEOVER - KOREN

"I know my children very well.

I've always felt that the

relationship with Jermal is more

of a friend than of a mum."

(8")

26:18 KOREN BRAIDING

WOMAN'S HAIR IN

CLASSROOM

NARRATION

In a new effort to support her

family Koren is trying to get

qualifications to teach

hairdressing.   But has missed

some of her practice time because

she could not afford childcare.

(9")

26:39 KOREN BRAIDING

WOMAN'S HAIR

VOICEOVER - KOREN

"If I don't have any teaching

practice I cannot have that

certificate, so yet again I am at

a situation where I feel

devastated all over again.

Everything I try doing seems to

go wrong.                    (i0")
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26:52 KOREN 0N CAMERA

SYNC -KOREN

I"m not going to give up.   I'm

going to carry on doing this

college course, and I'm going to

try different avenues of getting

teaching practice.       (7")

27:o0 KOREN WALKING INTO

SALON AND TALKING

SYNC = KOREN

i Converted the front room into a

hair salon really.  And it's just

basic salon equipment, and

hopefully what I get to do is to

have more clients or some Clients

in here, and start the business

again from home which I think is

much better because at least I

can look after Kiniki as well,

and I don't need baby sitters or

Child minders.            (20")

27:24 KOREN BRUSHING
KINIKI'S HAIR

VOICEOVER " KOREN

An ideal family would be to have

en0ÿgh money that you don't have

to worry.   I mean not being rich,

but like having enough money that

y0u can pay the bills
comfortably, you could have your

freezer full and your fridge

full.,I                             (12")

27:46 MONTAGE - KiDs ON

sEEsAws, FÿILY

ASLEEP, SHIRT



-  27  -

28:02 ROBERT WIPING

DAUGHTER'S  FOREHEAD

VOICEOVER - ROBERT

"I want us to wake up in the

morning and find we're all

together again - the children and

my wife together.   Then we would

be happy."                       (9")

28:20 JOSE FEEDING

DAUGHTER

VOICEOVER - JOSE

"The most important thing in my

life is to take care of them.°.to

see them all growing up close to

me."                               (5")

28:32 PAN CHILDREN ASLEEP

VOICEOVER - TILAH

"We want peace to return to our

homeland so we can all go back,

and for my brother Sharif to find

a wife - then she can look after

the children."                (9")

28:47 CHILDREN ON SEESAWS

VOICEOVER - KOREN

"An ideal familyoo.would be a

family thatUs happy,  not

necessarily with a mum and dad,

but a happy understanding family.

(9")

28:57 KOREN ON CAMERA

SYNC - KOREN

Fun - you've got to have a lot of

laughter in the houses  itVs very

important,  and also that the

children and the parents can

actually communicate.  ThatVs

very importantoÿ'           (12")
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29:i0    END CREDITS (Mÿsic)

2,9"47    FADE TO BLACK


